How to Cast On
MOMOGUS
KNITS

There are many ways to cast on, but probably the two most popular are the
Long-Tail Cast-On and the Knitted Cast-On. Both give a nice finished edge to
a project, but I prefer the Knitted Cast-On. It is quick, uses a motion you will
already be familiar with (the knit stitch) and can be used to cast on stitches in
the middle of a project, which you cannot do with a Long-Tail Cast On. (Also
with the Long-Tail Cast On you need to estimate how much yarn you’ll need to
cast on the total amount of stitches before you start, which I am very bad at…)

Knitted Cast-On

1.

Start with a slip knot (or any knot) on your Left Hand Needle
(LHN), leaving a 6" tail:

3.

Bring yarn (the strand going back to the ball) around the
back of the RHN:

2.

Insert Right Hand Needle (RHN) into the stitch on the LHN
from front to back:

4.

Bring the yarn through by pushing with the RHN

continued on next page

5.

Now pull this loop toward you:

Knitter’s helper pages provided by
Momogus Knits.
215-275-7626 (p)
215-243-7356 (f)
info@momogusknits.com
www.momogusknits.com

Other downloads available on our website:
helpful tips
how to get started
And don’t forget our handy
yarn store finder.

6.

Bring LHN around to the front and slip into loop from below:
Our patterns are designed to give you beautiful
results with a minimum of fuss! These pattern
instructions are clear and concise — so you’ll enjoy
your knitting without trying to interpret complex
and confusing directions.
Other features make Momogus Knits patterns
unique. Each pattern offers more than one design
option — which means that the same pattern can be
used over and over. And, as part of our commitment
to making life simple, each age group’s designs —
for babies, for kids, and for adults — are written
at the same gauge. That means the yarn you buy
for a sweet baby cardigan can be used to make a
matching hat. No more unused leftovers or futile
searches for matching patterns!
Knitting is enjoyable — we’re here to help.

7.

Place this loop on the LHN. This is your first cast-on stitch
(not counting the slipknot you started with).

Visit our website to learn more about our patterns.

